WR.071807/ Mr. Bailey
The Clem engine
Kim, I will write you a long letter.
Chaos has over come me. My well stopped pumping, my phone went dead and septic
tank over flowed during a huge flood.
I have been just trying to survive these last two months!
There are new concepts I wish to discuss with you.
I believe the Clem engine could work off of a "PULSE JET" valve in the same way the
Texas rocking water pump does!
All we would need to do is re-cycle the oil into a cooled tank.
My belief is that the Clem engine uses a brief "NEGATIVE PRESSURE" on the torque
converter that sprays out oil.
The cold oil has trapped air bubbles in it that then "HEAT UP". This generates an internal
pressure in the Clem engine cylinder the turbine is located in.
The turbine then becomes an "IMPELLER". The tank reaches maximum pressure and a
pulse tube valve vents generating a "NEGATIVE PRESSURE" inside the 2 foot cylinder.
This forces the impeller into a turbine mode.
It oscillates...I predict Clems engine would cycle between high and low pressure very rapidly.
Kim, it works off of the same principle as the water pump. The only difference being the
turbine/impeller and the use of cooking oil instead of water.
Its also possible the cold oil "CHILLS" the internal air upon injection.
I can build you a tank that will pump this way very easily using a common water sprinkler head.
My prediction is that the Clem engine resonates, just like the rocking water pump. It
doesn't matter, the rocking water pump works either way, we would only be substituting oil for
water and a re-cycling tank.
THE ONLY OTHER CONCLUSION I HAD WAS THAT THE CONSTANT SPRAY OF OIL
GENERATES A PARTIAL VACUUM BASED ON THE DIFFUSION PUMP PRINCIPLE!
In that case the Clem turbine would be in a perpetual down draft caused by the oil drops.
The bottom of the Clem engine would be at a higher pressure then the top turbine component.
I searched the patent files like so many others and found "THOUSANDS" of oil based
turbines in the late 60's to 70's. Since a false name was used the search is forever!
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The Clem engine very well could have solved the oil crises in 1970. I think its very
obvious who didn't want it solved.
Kim, I have faith Clem's daughter is having the Clem engine re-built. I know after this
takes place it may wind up once more in some corporations hands and out of ours. Money talks.
I can still build a version of it
Kim, remember the atmosphere can both heat trapped gas and cool it to generate power.
It is the combination of both cycles that produces the most power
I am sorry so few understand my research. I feel even after your conference few will
understand that "WIND ENERGY" can be advanced a thousand years over night!
They just can’t see it.
I devoted a life time to this experiment. I saw the truth a long time ago.
Kim, you must understand that "ALL MODERN ENGINEERING" is based on the "NONEXISTENCE" of perpetual motion, including perpetual motion wheels.
My Bessler wheel is "NOT" just a concept. It is a tested principle. No, it does not prove perpetual
motion is possible. Bessler knew that. The secret is in the natural convection currents inside the
wheel and my special application of roller and swing arms.
What it "DOES" prove is that gravity generated micro thermal cells can generate useful
power. The Bessler wheel is the worlds most perfect convection wind based engine. It is not a
perpetual motion wheel. I have had the assistance of some of the worlds best Bessler wheel
researchers. My wheel is "NOT" a guess. It is a simple advancement of the old convection wheel
approach long ago tested and analyzed. I have been told to refrain from showing my final wheel
design until further testing is concluded. When that testing is complete, the design will be
released to everyone. The principle it works from is Nobel prize stuff. It will revise engineering
texts all over the world!
I fear your air pressure generator will "ALSO" face the perpetual motion dilemma. It looks like a
closed system but isn't.
Kim, power comes from heating and cooling confined air or gas. Stirling proved that a
very long time ago. I hope one day the others will see your compressed air generator is another
form of thermodynamic energy converter and "NOT" a perpetual motion device that seems to
violate thermodynamic law.
Kim I will write you a long letter about my new experiments. Look I know something these
other people don't, they simply have no way of realizing an important energy discovery has been
made. They have not studied what I have studied.

Wind energy could take a quantum leap over night.
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YOU SIMPLY MUST BELIEVE THAT PRESENT DAY WIND TURBINES EXTRACT
ONLY KINETIC ENERGY FROM THE WIND.
IT IS RIDICULOUS TO BELIEVE THAT NO NEW METHOD OF EXTRACTING ENERGY FROM
THE WIND EXISTS!
The winds thermal energy component remains totally untapped.
I do not feel this is an accident. It is the result of careful government and corporate suppression.
They know where this all leads and so do I. A new civilization. One where key power
production elements will no longer be in control and that frightens them.
I have said this before "CONTROL A MAN'S ACCESS TO POWER AND YOU CAN CONTROL A
MANS FREEDOM"!!!
Just remember Kim, all current power systems use fuel to "HEAT" a confined gas for propulsion.

NO ONE IS TESTING AN ENGINE THAT USES THE COOLING OF AN INTERNAL GAS IN A
FLEXIBLE MEMBRANE.
Its not new physics...think of it as a wind powered Stirling engine
Kim, it is also not about building one...I have tested my device years ago
The problem I face is proper facility to test new prototypes and advanced knowledge of
any objections the government might have to my re-newed testing. There are powerful radio
interference problems!
I may never get those facilities, so all I can do is warn you such devices exist in the real
world and not just on my black board...
Kim, your working with the right principle. I would welcome any inquiry your Tesla
conference people have of this research.
I do wish to avoid anyone simply wanting to "FILE" my research away. I have absolutely
"NO IDEA" what Chris Daniel did with the research he was given. I guess he simply filed it away. I
wanted him to share it with everyone not just his cronies. Greed and selfishness will eventually
make man extinct on this planet. That's why we need people like you Kim. You must keep fighting
there ignorance.
I know it is hard to believe "EVERYTHING" that I have told you. Most scientists think
UFO research just like perpetual motion wheels are a joke.
Lets hope in the future when their children are flying around in them, they understand
that most really important scientific disciplines began humbly. The great Newton himself was a
dedicated alchemist. Modern chemistry began with Alchemy...its not a joke any more.
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I will write you a longer letter. Kim, the devices I have told you about are real. They have
been cross referenced in a thousand different ways. I have made improvements and now use a
flywheel to stabilize the pyromagnetic movements of the membrane.
Kim, we need to construct demonstration devices of this nature......devices small enough
to be taken to any lecture hall or shown on internet video sights.
IT IS NOT THAT DIFFICULT TO BUILD. I have dozens of prototypes that can be used. I
simply need better facilities...I was promised this , but endless real-estate problems and theft
have made a new testing lab on my current property risky at best. Yes I was offered a new
building by my relatives. I told them that the acreage I am now on has terrible security problems. I
just can not go through the last 5 years again,there are a lot of E-mails you will never see with
Repulsine photographs lost to me when my computer was stolen and home invaded.
Be of good cheer...Its not over yet...GOOD LUCK WITH THE CONFERENCE.... I will
help anyone who is first and foremost safe and not wanting to simply file my information away as
others have over the years. If they could only understand this was derived from thousands of
sources of information. It’s not a guess. It’s a lost ancient wind technology....or did someone
make it lost on purpose?
JAMES BAILEY

